
Year 3 and 4 Correct the Spelling 
Mistake (6)

The spelling mistakes in these sentences have been circled. Write the 
correct spelling for each circled word in the box.

1. Mickey was poppuler at school.

2. We did a spelling and gramer test today.

3. Paul read the instruction gide to put the bunk beds together. 

4. Sarah ofen walked the dog in the morning.    

5. A lot of people showed an intresst in joining the rugby team.

6. Would you connssida selling your bike?

7. It is good to do some exerrsize every day.

8. The road was flooded and theirfour it was closed.

9. The security gard walked around the car park.

Each sentence below has one word that is incorrect. Write the correct 
spelling of the word in the box.

1. Seprate the coloured clothes from the white clothes before washing.

2. We are probly too late to get that bus now.

3. The weather was so exchreme. It was really windy. 

4. I found it hard to breeve in the smoke.

5. I made Mum a card with a harrt on the front.

6. It took great strennf to lift that huge bag of books.

7. Did I menshun it’s my birthday tomorrow?

8. The maths test was really difikult.

9. There was a lot of preshure for them to win this match.
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The spelling mistakes in these sentences have been circled. Write the 
correct spelling for each circled word in the box.

1. The three little pigs began to bild their houses. build

2. I can’t disside whether to have the pepperoni or ham pizza. decide

3. My brother thought it was too erlie to get up for school. early

4. “Get into a groop of four,” said my teacher.     group

5. Dad rode his bisikle to work. bicycle

6. The letter did not have the right adres on it. address

7. Jane lives in the house oposit Harry. opposite

8. Ben thort it was time to go to bed. thought

Each sentence below has one word that is incorrect. Write the correct 
spelling of the word in the box.

1. Lily’s birthday is in Februry. February

2. The doctor gave the girl some medisin to make her feel better. medicine

3. The class really enjoyed the science expirimint. experiment

4. What hite is Dad compared to Mike? height

5. 100 years is the same as a sentuary. century

6. That scarf is difrent to that one! different

7. Kim went to the librie and got four books out. library

8. It’s not posibil. possible

Year 3 and 4 Correct the Spelling 
Mistake (1) Answers
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